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Communications technology Steering the right course for future
success
Communications technology has come so far
in such a short space of time; the satellite
sector is in a near-constant state of flux as
new ideas become realised, and new
applications enabled and streamlined.
Jan Hetland, Director of Data Services, and Peter Olsen,
Director of Business Development, Telenor Satellite
Facing increasing demands f or enhanced ser vices,
downward pressure on costs and the need to choose between
new technologies, satellite communications operators find
themselves at a crossroads. And in response to the
challenges, they have sought to improve and expand their
offer.
LEO constellations are springing up, one after the other,
based on the promise of reduced latency, global coverage,
and higher throughput. The flip side being very high
deployment costs, unprecedented system complexity and a
range of challenges related to frequency coordination and
landing rights. It remains to be seen to what extent the
customers will embrace the new systems and to what extent
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they will be viable from a profitability perspective.
Innovation is not exclusive to LEO. Emerging now are
newer and smaller satellites that are starting to be deployed
in geostationary orbit. Such satellites offer the capability to
install capacity in smaller increments and optimize the lifecycle cost for operators. There is also the move from analogue
to digital satellites. This transition is very promising as a
means to bring down cost and at the same time increase
flexibility, something that has been a contradiction in terms
for analogue satellites. Analogue satellites are literally hand
built and customised, but the advent of digital systems has
enabled satellites to be designed ‘off the peg’ and then
subsequently digitally configured to meet customer’s
demands. This standardisation will inevitably bring economies
of scale during the build process. Digital processing will also
enable the adaptation of allocated bandwidth after the satellite
has been launched. This has been one of the biggest
challenges of satellites in the past: You built something which
lasted 15+ years with limited flexibility to adapt coverage or
bandwidth allocation post-launch.
This development of new technologies is nothing new.
The industry has historically always been keen to embrace
innovative ideas which have opened up new markets. Telenor
Satellite is certainly no stranger to taking a new concept and
running with it.
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Services offering, a route taken also by several other satellite
operators. Whereas in the past, it was usual to sell ‘raw’
transponder capacity by the MHz to customers, today
customers are looking for end-to-end connectivity at IP level.
The driver for this change has been economics and ease
of operation. A managed service eliminates the need for
customers/resellers to invest in their own telepor t
infrastructure. Instead the satellite operator makes the
investment, and this is then effectively shared amongst all
resellers, making for a more effective use of the service
platform itself and the satellite’s resources. Today, the Anker
Managed Service portfolio provides resellers with more
flexibility and control over their own services, giving them
the ability to change, upgrade, downgrade, and lay-up
services as required.

Jan Hetland, Director of Data Services, Telenor Satellite

Ka-band
The introduction of Ka-band started a revolution within the
satellite communications community. High throughput
satellites (HTS) providing Ka-band services opened up the
possibility for maritime users, as well as aviation, to have
access to reliable and high-bandwidth services. Using a
higher frequency than the previous norm, Ka-band provides
for increased bandwidth which has many advantages for
Internet communications. An added benefit was that Ka-band
allowed for more compact equipment.
In turn this reduces weight, size and ultimately cost of
terminal equipment. Thus Ka-band, with its high-bandwidth
capability, has enabled shipping to adopt VSAT services far
more broadly including for systems management as well as
for email and streaming content, and as onboard equipment
increasingly gets Inter net-enabled, the bandwidth
requirements will increase significantly.

Smaller antennas
With the development of antenna technology in recent years,
and the size and weight of antennas gradually decreasing,
service providers have been quick to adopt this new
technology. In turn, this has opened new markets, particularly
for smaller yachts and fishing vessels.
Automation of systems
The latest generation of geostationary satellites is far more
automated than its predecessors, largely brought about by
the recent move towards low thrust electric propulsion
systems rather than chemical rockets. Although the use of
electric power has reduced the need for fuel on board the
satellite, the propulsion systems themselves are far slower
than traditional rockets and therefore are constantly
manoeuvring. By automating these procedures and other
routine tasks, engineers and operators are freed up to handle
other functions.
Mission Extension Vehicle (MEV)
Potentially one of the most ground-breaking advances on
the horizon today is the MEV. Although docking in deep space

Spot-beam technology
Particularly well suited for working in tandem with Ka-band
is the spot-beam technology which is now used on virtually
all new GEO satellites. Providing a series of focused beams
that all sit tightly together rather than one large allencompassing beam, this technology largely avoids the
problems of signal fade towards the periphery of a large single
beam and also allows satellite operators to target precise
geographical areas. Using the available spectrum resources
in much the same way as a cellular network operates on
land, this technology offers a huge increase in satellite
throughput and allows for smaller and less expensive
antennas. Naturally there has been a need to reskill within
satellite operators, but the net result is a high-performance
service.
Managed communications packages
Telenor Satellite first introduced a maritime Managed Service
offering back in 2010. This has evolved into its Anker Managed
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Peter Olsen, Director of Business Development, Telenor
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Grumman has made the impossible possible.
The benefits of this new technology are still to be fully
employed. Telenor Satellite, along with Intelsat, are the first
satellite operators to use the MEV commercially. It will extend
the life of our jointly operated satellite, Intelsat 10-02/THOR
10-02. The satellite is in excellent health, but its fuel capacity
is limited and, without us taking action, it would need to be
retired within a couple of years from now.
As part of the life extension procedure, the MEV-2 satellite
will be docked onto Intelsat 10-02/THOR 10-02
communications satellite while in full operation, effectively
providing the space equivalent of a jetpack, taking control
over both the orbit and pointing of the satellite. The result of
this is an extension of the operational life of Intelsat 10-02/
THOR 10-02 by up to five years. Telenor Satellite believes
this is just the first step along the way for in-orbit servicing
and the technology has the future potential to refuel, repair,
correct anomalies, swap out and upgrade equipment and
payloads.

Ariane 5 ascends from the Spaceport’s ELA-3 launch zone
with a trio of spacecraft. Galaxy 30, MEV-2, BSAT-4b. Photo
courtesy of Arianespace

has been around since the days of the Apollo programme,
spacecraft involved in these procedures were developed with
carefully designed interfaces ready for docking. MEV missions
differ in that it was never anticipated that geostationary
spacecraft would need to dock with another device. The
remarkable thing about the MEV is that it can dock with, and
ser vice, essentially any conventional geostationar y
spacecraft. Through ingenuity and creative thinking, Northrup

Importance of industry working together
Although constantly competing head-on, operators also work
together to promote best practices for the greater good of
the overall industry. Space traffic management for collision
avoidance and safe coexistence in the geostationary orbit
has always been strong. We think that the importance of safe
and responsible space operations is even stronger now with
the advent of thousands of communication satellites in LEO.
Telenor Satellite is also a strong believer in standardisation
and interoperability as a driving force to increase scale and
reduce cost, something we think is necessary to improve the
competitive position of satellite solutions versus competing
terrestrial solutions.
5G is a prominent example of an arena where the industry
must come together to develop standard solutions that can
enable satellite to play a vital role in the future 5G ecosystem.
Telenor Satellite believes there is great promise in using
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satellite as part of a content delivery network in a setting
where a lot of content will have to be stored at the edge of
the network in order to meet the ver y challenging
requirements on speed and response. To achieve the goals,
one can foresee that devices and handsets need to fetch the
content right at the base station and satellite will be an
excellent delivery mechanism to contribute content in this
manner.
Similarly, we see promising use cases for back-haul in
general and maritime in particular. For this reason, Telenor
Satellite is engaged in one ongoing, and another up-coming,
5G research project at European level together with tenfold
of other industry players.
Drivers for developing ideas for the future
As ever, the biggest driver for change in any industry is
satisfying end user demands, whether that is for improved
service, better performance, or reduced costs. For the satellite
communications sector, customers tend not to be concerned
with how the product is delivered, they simply expect it to

Telenor Satellite’s high throughput satellite (HTS) THOR 7 in orbit
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perform to expectations and, so it seems, at an ever-lower
cost point. So, the major driver for advances in technology
tends towards finding efficiencies in performance and delivery
or adding value to our service.
Telenor Satellite is certainly finding that its customers want
to have more control over their own systems, and they are
taking advantage of Anker Managed Services and customer
portal The Bridge to manage their own accounts and control
their terminals. They are also able to stay in close contact
with the Telenor Satellite team that way so that any demands
can be promptly addressed.
Perhaps for every satellite operator, the biggest impetus
is the search for new markets and how technology can open
up new possibilities, as with the maritime sector which has
seen enormous growth in the use of communications
technology.
The industr y might be at a crossroads, but the
opportunities are there for the operators who are able to make
the right technology choices combined with excellence in
service provision, customer care and automation.
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